The current eye-tracking study explored the relative impact of object size and depth cues on 8-month-old infants' visual attention processes. A series of slides containing 3 objects of either different or same size were displayed on backgrounds with varying depth cues. The distribution of infants' first looks (a measure of initial attention switch) and infants' looking durations (a measure of sustained attention) at the objects were analyzed. Results revealed that the large objects captured infants' attention first, that is, most of the times infants directed their visual attention first to the largest object in the scene regardless of depth cues. For sustained attention, infants preferred maintaining their attention to the largest object also, but this occurred only when depth cues were present. These findings suggest that infants' initial attention response is driven mainly by object size, while infants' sustained attention is more the product of combined figure and background processing, where object sizes are perceived as a function of depth cues.
Introduction
Imagine a mom reading a picture book to her baby. On one page, there are two similar dogs pictured running down an alley. Based on the perspective depth cues provided on the drawing, the leading dog appears bigger and closer to the baby looking at the book, while the other dog, following behind, appears smaller and further away. Which dog will catch the baby's attention first and at which dog will the baby look longer? And what if the depth cues were changed or the sizes of the two dogs were the same? Would the infant produce the same visual attention looking patterns? In this study, we are interested in understanding how infants direct their visual attention to scenes like the one illustrated above, when objects of different sizes are presented on backgrounds with varied pictorial depth cues. In particular, we aim to understand how infants relate object size to depth cues and gain insights on how they integrate figures with their background. By studying how infants visually process information in 2D displays, we can gain better knowledge of the mechanisms underlying infants' cognitive processes.
Visual attention is a complex phenomenon that contains several underlying processes. Cohen was one of the first to examine visual attention in infants. He identified two components of visual information processing that he called "attention getting" and "attention holding" [1] . In Cohen's original 1972 study, looking behavior was assessed while infants were exposed to pairs of checkerboards with checkers varying in size and number. Cohen found that the latency of infants' first head turn toward one checkerboard was mainly determined by the size of the checkers than by their number, while the duration of looking was more determined by the number of checkers than their size. Based on these findings, Cohen suggested a two-process model of infants' visual attention: an attention-getting process that determines whether and how quickly infants orient to a stimulus that has been detected, and an attention-holding process that determines the duration that infants look at the stimulus once fixated. These two processes can be investigated separately.
Cohen's important contribution to the field of infant visual processing revealed that infants' visual attention is not a unitary, but a dual process involving different mechanisms of attention [1, 2] . Following on Cohen's footsteps, other researchers continued to investigate different types of attention. Ruff and Rothbart [3] proposed a visuospatial orienting response that is specific to infants' initial head and eyes orientation to a newly appearing stimulus. Such initial response is present during most of the first postnatal year of life and is dominated by an orienting/investigative system of attention. The fast maturation in all levels of this system enables infants to deploy rapidly and flexibly their visuospatial orienting abilities to objects in their surrounding from their very early age. Because this process is a fast initial visuospatial orienting response, it requires minimal information processing and is mainly driven by obvious physical features such as salience and size that can be captured easily by a first fixation.
Another component of attention called sustained attention is used in contexts when information requires more prolonged scrutiny and further processing [2, 3] . Sustained attention is considered more of a controlled cognitive process dedicated to directing attention to specific object features and details. As a result, this type of attention involves a more protracted voluntary selective engagement of the behavioral system. Furthermore, sustained attention is accompanied by body changes (i.e., in posture, facial expression, and body movements), physiological changes (in heart rate), and brain changes (in EEG waveforms) [4, 5] . For instance, the heart rate drops and stays low when the infant is actively directing attention to the stimulus. Also, evidence has been provided that in sustained attention infants show greater memory encoding [6] . Finally, Colombo et al. [7] suggested that looking duration is negatively correlated with cognitive performance. For instance, short looking infants are more likely to show recognition memory than long looking infants. Also, very long looking duration is not necessary associated to information processing, but rather indicates a low ability to disengage attention [8] . In sum, these studies have demonstrated that active information processing happens during sustained attention, and that this type of attention is accompanied by physiological changes such as a drop in heart rate. Sustained attention is the product of a slower process that requires longer time and more specific information processing in order to explore and combine the details of an object or a scene. This process can be captured by the looking duration and can be influenced by the richness or complexity of the elements in the scene.
In this study, we focus on two related attention processes: the initial switch in attention to a new object on a slide after the infants have already begun orienting to the novel stimulus and the duration and location of sustained attention to a particular region of the scene. We used these two attention processes to better understand how infants visually scan 2D images containing objects of different sizes displayed on backgrounds with varying pictorial depth cues. We aimed to understand whether infants can relate object size to depth cues and whether they can integrate figures with their background. Prior research has shown that object size plays an important role in capturing infant's initial attention. Cohen's study described above showing that infants first oriented to the board with wide checkers is one example of that. A similar object size effect was reported by Newman and colleagues with 3D objects [9] . These researchers presented two cylinders of different diameters to infants to test their first fixation. They found that infants preferred to shift their first fixation toward the larger cylinder. These studies, however, focused only on the effects of the size features of objects on visual attention. They did not investigate how visual attention to object size was processed in relation to background information. Thus, how infants process visual information in more complex scenes containing multiple objects of various sizes displayed on different backgrounds is fully open to speculation. This is an important question to address as our perception of objects in our surrounding takes place in a world where objects and background provide constant information essential for body orientation and action guidance. Depth cues, in particular, represent important background information in a scene, as they directly relate to objects' size perception. A number of classic studies on size perception in adults have demonstrated that size estimation is more accurate when depth cues are present. For example, Holway's and Boring's [10] classic study showed that when depth cues were progressively removed, a regression occurred in the perceived size of objects that was approaching the visual angle of the object on the retina, not the actual physical size of the object. Other studies revealed the importance of texture gradient as another important depth cue in judging object size [11] [12] [13] . Further, a study has indicated that, the more depth cues are available, the fewer adults overestimate the size of objects [14] .
We know that infants also rely on pictorial depth cues to perceive object size in 2D displays, but reports show that they do so only from about 5 or 7.5 months old. Since the 1970s, Yonas and his colleagues have systematically studied infants' depth perception using stimuli displaying different pictorial depth cues [15] [16] [17] [18] . In one study, infants were presented with two identical 3D toy dolls of the same size suspended in front of a photo of a textured background that depicted a surface receding in depth [18] . Under monocular viewing conditions, 7-month olds reached more for the apparently nearer object, while the 5-month olds did not show any reaching preference to one of the two objects. The researchers concluded that the depth cues background affected the 7-month-old infants' perception of object size but not the 5-month olds. Similar findings were observed in a longitudinal study, confirming that the emergence of sensitivity to pictorial depth cues based on texture gradients and linear perspectives occurred between 5 and 7 months of age [19] .
Our interest, in this study, is to examine infants' visual attention processes in relation to stimuli containing figure and background information as in the case of object size and depth cues. Investigating such question will provide important and novel information on how infants process and integrate figures in relation to their background. To explore this research question, we examined how infants directed their visual attention to a series of slides that displayed objects varying in sizes on backgrounds containing different linear perspective depth cues. The number of objects on the slides was always three, so that object number, which was shown by Cohen [1] to affect looking duration, was controlled. Also, we chose to begin exploring this research question with 8-month-old infants because the research reviewed above clearly indicated by that age, infants are sensitive to depth cues [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Thus, this age provided us with a good starting point to measure unambiguously how object size is perceived in relation to background depth cues. Furthermore, to specifically assess the relative impact of object size and depth cues on infants' visual-attention processes, we manipulated both the object sizes and the depth cues. Some slides had three objects of different sizes and others had three objects of the same size. We also combined object size with perspective depth cues in such a way that some slides contained depth cues while others did not. Finally, we used eye-tracking to determine on which object infants directed their visual attention first (a measure of initial fixation switch following the stimulus appearance) and on which object they maintained their visual attention the longest (a measure of sustained attention). The use of an automated cornealreflection system provided a number of advantages: first, it provided accurate information on eye gaze at a relatively high sample rate (50 Hz) and second, it allowed us to determine objectively and accurately to which object the first shift in fixation was directed and on which object looking duration was maintained for the longest. Based on the research reviewed above, we expected that the largest object size would grasp 8-month-old infants' attention first, whether depth cues would be present or absent. Thus, in the conditions when objects are varying in size, the first shift in gaze following the appearance of the slide, should go to the largest object regardless of depth cues because the largest object is the most salient stimulus on the slide. In contrast, when objects are of the same size, we expected infants' first shift in fixation to not be linked to a particular object or location. Our expectations were also that depth cues should be playing more of a role in the sustained attention process as depth cues should be interacting with object size in driving visual attention preferences. We hypothesized that when infants have more time to explore the objects in relation to their background, they should combine object size and background information such as to "hold" their looking attention on the largest object for a longer time particularly when depth cues are present. If this assumption is correct, that the presence of depth cues matters and drives looking preferences to the largest object, then, when objects are of the same size, depth cues should continue to drive infants' looking attention to the object that would appear the largest on the depth background, consistently with Yonas et al. [18] findings on the two dolls experiments. We do not expect observing these looking preferences when depth cues are absent.
Method

Participants.
Forty infants (20 females, 20 males) aged 8 months (±7 days) participated in the study. All infants were recruited via formal recruitment mailings and follow-up phone calls. The names and addresses of the participants were obtained through a government-supplied database of births. Additional 45 infants were brought to the laboratory but were excluded from the analyses due to fussiness (N = 22), improper eye movement calibration (N = 7), or lack of useable eye-tracking data (N = 16). According to previous infant studies using remote eye trackers, the attrition rate can range from 33% to 59% [20] [21] [22] . Thus the 53% attrition rate in this study is consistent with other studies that relied on this technology. Among our sample that yielded useable data, 35 participants were White and 5 were African Americans. All of them were born full term, and were free of visual impairments. All parents gave consent to have their infant participate in this study and they were given a photograph of their child and a certificate of participation. Figure 1 depicts the experimental set-up. A custom-made infant seat, reclined 10 degrees from vertical, was used to support the participants in front of the testing apparatus. A wide foam strap around their torso provided full trunk support while permitting a full range of motion of the arms and legs.
Materials and Stimuli.
A small wooden table (64 × 38 × 38 cm, width × depth × height), supporting a remote eye-tracking device (Tobii x50, Tobii Technology, Inc., Danderyd, Sweden) was placed in front of the infant seat such that the eye tracker was located at 60 cm distance from the infant eyes. The eye-tracker used corneal reflection to record where on the slides infants directed their gaze at a frame rate of 50 Hz and with an accuracy of 0.5 degrees. A Dell 3400MP projector (Dell Inc., TX, USA), connected to a computer located in an adjacent room, was positioned under the table out of the view of the child. The projector was used to project stimuli on a large white cardboard screen (102 cm height × 151 cm width) situated at a distance of 267 cm from the participant. A speaker, connected to the same computer, was behind the projection screen.
Custom designed panels measuring 205 cm (height) × 155 cm (width) × 320 cm (length) enclosed the projection area and surrounded both the infant and the projection screen such that extraneous visual distractions were removed. The infant was seated at one end of the panel enclosure and the projection screen was located at the other end.
Stimulus Slides.
Thirty slides were used as the stimuli. Once projected on the cardboard screen, the slides were 87 cm (height) × 115 cm (width), visual angle: 20.6 degrees vertically, 27.0 degrees horizontally. The stimuli comprised five conditions which corresponded to different combinations of object size variations and depth cues. Condition 1 (congruent depth cues) included slides that depicted scenes as infants would typically see them in the natural environment, that is, with the object sizes and depth cues being congruent with one another. Three different-size objects (large, medium, small) were scaled gradually and consistently with the background perspective depth cues. Thus, the apparent nearest object was the largest and the apparent more distant object was the smallest (see examples in Figures 2(a), 2(d), and 2(e)).
Slides in conditions 2 and 3 displayed three objects of different sizes scaled either on a background of reversed linear perspective depth cues (condition 2: reversed depth cues), such that the apparent nearest object was the smallest and the apparent furthest object was the largest (see example in Figure 2(b) ), or on a background containing no depth cues (condition 3: no depth cues) so that no object appeared All conditions contained a mix of real photos backgrounds and backgrounds with simple lines. The object targets were toys or other infants friendly items such as baby bottles, and the layout of the objects on the slides were also arranged in such a way that the position of certain objects (i.e., the largest object) appeared in different locations of the slides to control for directional looking biases (see Figure 2 for examples of slides used). All stimuli and overlay of the objects on the backgrounds were created in Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003. All 30 slides were presented in a random order and for two successive rounds with a music background that was synchronized to the slide projection to help capture and maintain infants' visual attention to the slides. Each slide was projected on the screen for a 5-second duration and was immediately followed by a 2-second interslide containing a smiley face at the center of the slide displayed on a uniform black background. This intermediate slide was used to draw the infant's attention back to the center Child Development Research 5 of the screen before the appearance of the next slide and to allow the researchers to monitor the continued accuracy of the eye signal throughout the entire slide show presentation.
Procedure.
The participants came to the laboratory accompanied by one or two of their parents. Parents signed the consent form after they were explained the goal of the study, procedure, and their questions were answered. Then, the participants were seated in the infant seat facing the projection screen and the eye tracker. One parent was seated close to the infant, but out of his/her view.
Before the experiment started, the participant was presented with an infant video on the projection screen to capture her/his attention. When the infant was looking at the screen and the eye tracker provided a stable signal for both eyes, the video was replaced by stimuli to initiate the calibration procedure. We used a five point calibration procedure. To attract the infant's attention to each calibration point, a computer-generated colored figurine that expanded and contracted over a white background appeared on the projection screen at 5 different locations. These calibration figurines were provided by the Tobii eye-tracker software (Clearview v2.7.1). They appeared for 3 seconds at the top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right, and center of the projection screen. A calibration was considered successful if measures from at least three calibration points were obtained. Otherwise, the procedure would be repeated. The light level during the calibration and the experiment were kept constant to minimize recording errors due to differences in pupil size. The calibration procedure never lasted beyond 5 minutes. If we were unable to calibrate at least three points, the data for that participant were not used.
Once calibration was achieved, all 30 slides with interslides were presented to every participant on the projection screen in a random order. The entire 30 slides presentation took 3 minutes and 28 seconds to play. A second round of the same slides was presented right after the first round, thus, overall, infants saw each slide twice. No recalibration was performed between rounds. Maintenance of calibration accuracy was monitored throughout the entire experiment by checking that the infants' gaze always fell on the smiley faces during the 2-second interslides.
Data Analyses.
All looking data were exported by Clearview v2.7.1 (the software provided by Tobii to run the eye-tracker and analyze the data) in three formats: videos, fixation tables, and gaze plots. We used the gaze plots and videos to identify the objects to which infants switched their visual attention first. For the looking duration analysis, we used the fixation tables.
Initial Attention Switch and Looking Latency to the First Object Fixated.
The gaze plots on each slides revealed the order in which infants scanned and successively fixated the scenes on the slides. Because we used eye-tracking and presented a single slide stimulus (as opposed to two in prior studies) right after each interslide with a smiley face at its center, we determined the first fixation switch to the first object attended as follow. Once the stimulus slide appeared, we ignored the very first fixation point on the slide. This is because in 84.13% (sd = 1.24) of the time, the very first fixation point appeared at the center of the slide where the smiley face of the previous inter-slide was located (this very first fixation point appeared at the top of the screen only on 3.79% (sd = 0.59) of the time and at the bottom of the screen only on 2.11% (sd = 1.00) of the times). Although infants already begun orienting to the display when the stimulus slide appeared, we did not consider the very first fixation point on the stimulus slide as the product of an alert and attentive attention switching from the participant. We instead considered the very next fixation point as the infant initial attention switch to a novel object on the stimulus slide. From the gaze plots and videos, we identified the object to which that very next fixation switch was directed and we determined the time elapsed between the first fixation point and that very next object-directed attention switch (latency).
Sustained Attention: Looking Duration to Each of the Three Objects.
The fixation table contained the looking time of each fixation as per area of interests (AOIs) defined for each slide. Each slides had 3 AOIs. Each were determined by one object surface and contour, plus an added 1 cm margin surrounding the edges of that object. The looking duration was the accumulated fixations durations within each of these AOIs. Thus, this measure provided the amount of time infants spent looking at each object individually during each 5 seconds slide presentation time.
Criterion for Selection of Useable Data.
We only analyzed data from infants who yielded at least 3 seconds of useable eye-tracking data per slides across the two rounds. The looking durations at each object were then normalized by the total looking time at the slide.
Results
Our first questions were to determine (1) to which object infants initially switched their visual attention and (2) the time it took infants to direct their attention to such object (latency). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display the average proportion of times each object was first visually attended after visual attention was switched from its initial center position on the slide. Analyses were performed as a function of object group type (same size versus different sizes) and depth condition. Because these data were frequencies and did not follow a normal distribution, we performed independent non parametric repeated measures ANOVAs on ranks (Friedman tests) on the different groups and conditions to assess specifically whether one object on the slides was first attended visually more frequently than the two others. Figure 3(a) shows that the patterns of initial attention switch to one of the three objects on the slides were scaled as a function of the sizes of the object. All infants tended to direct their gaze significantly first and most frequently to the largest object in all three differentsize conditions (congruent depth cues: Friedman's χ 2 (2) = 31.36, P (exact) = .0001; reversed depth cues: Friedman's χ 2 (2) = 10.38, P (exact) = .006; no depth cues: Friedman's χ 2 (2) = 11.14, P (exact) = .004).
First Object Visually Attended.
Objects of Different Sizes.
Objects of Same Sizes.
When the three objects were of the same size (Figure 3(b) ), only one statistical test led to significant differences in initial direction of visual attention between objects. This was for the no depth cues condition (Friedman's χ 2 (2) = 11.31, P (exact) = .004). Figure 3(b) shows that in that condition, when the slide appeared, infants initially switched their gaze more frequently to the objects located at either the top or bottom of the slides, than the object located in the middle of the slide. This result is not surprising. Since the first fixation was in most cases located at the middle of the slide and we removed it, in the absence of size differences between objects, infants were more likely to move their gaze next to one of the two other objects locations on the slide. For the depth cues condition, there was no statistical significant effect.
Latency to the First Object Visually
Attended. This measure captured the time (in msec) infants took to direct their gaze from their first fixation at the center of the slide, when the slide appeared, to the first object attended. These data were averaged as a function of object size and type of depth cues. Because these data met normal distribution and equal variance, they were analyzed using repeated measures General Linear Models. When sphericity assumptions were not met, we used the P values provided by the GreenhouseGeisser or Huynh-Feldt corrections, depending on whether the Epsilon value was greater or lower than 0.75.
Objects of Different Sizes.
When objects on the slides were of different sizes, we ran a 3 depth cues (congruent, reversed, no depth cues) × 3 object sizes (small, medium, large) GLM with repeated measures on the depth and object size factors. Results revealed no main effects of depth cues (F(2, 76) = 2.747, P = .07), or object size (F(2, 76) = 1.764, P = .178) on visual latency. Overall, the average looking latency for all objects and depth cues conditions was 632 ms (sd = 34.63).
Objects of Same Sizes.
When objects on the slides were of identical sizes, we ran a 2 depth cues (depth cues, no depth cues) × 3 object locations (bottom, middle, top) GLM with repeated measures on the depth and object location factors. Results only revealed a main effect of object location (F(2, 76) = 5.59, P < .005). There was no main effect of depth cues (F(1, 38) = 0.001, P = .974). Repeated measure contrasts on object location revealed that infants had greater latencies when directing their gaze to the bottom object first (764 ms) compared to latencies to the middle or top objects first (701 ms and 707 ms, resp., P < .013).
Looking Duration to the Different Objects.
Our next question was to determine whether, after the first look at one object, accumulated visual attention was maintained toward that object or directed toward another object (measure of sustained attention). We also wanted to determine whether sustained attention to one object was modulated by background depth cues (a measure of figure/ground integration). Looking durations to each of the 3 objects on the slides were averaged by depth cues condition and were entered into 2 separate repeated measures GLMs depending on the type of object presented (same sizes versus different sizes) after verifying that the data met the requirements of normal Child Development Research distribution and equal variance. Again, when sphericity assumptions were not met, we used the P values provided by the Greenhouse-Geisser or Huynh-Feldt corrections, depending to whether the Epsilon value was greater or lower than 0.75.
Objects of Different Sizes.
A 3 depth conditions (congruent, reversed, no depth cues) × 3 object sizes (small, medium, large) GLM with repeated measures on the two last factors revealed a main effect of depth cues (F(2, 76) = 8.066, P < .001), a main effect of object size (F(2, 76) = 65.082, P < .0001), and a significant depth × object size interaction (F(4, 152) = 15.236, P < .0001). Figure 4(a) , displaying these results, shows that on average, infants looking duration increased with the size of the object attended. Pairwise comparisons revealed that infants looked significantly longer at the medium object compared to the smaller objects (P < .0001) and that they looked longer at the largest object compared to the medium one (P < .002), but this object effect was moderated by the presence or absence of depth cues (P < .0001). Interestingly, sustained attention to the largest object occurred only when there were depth cues in the background (congruent and reversed depth cues). When background depth cues were absent (no depth condition), infants no longer displayed sustained attention to the largest object. This result is particularly notable, because it indicates that the observed looking durations were not purely a proportional response to the size of the object attended, but rather were the combined product of attending the objects in relation to their background. Figure 4 (b) displays the average looking duration at each object as a function of depth cues. A 2 depth conditions (depth cues, no depth cues) × 3 object locations (bottom, middle, top) GLM with repeated measures on the two last factors revealed no main effect of depth cues (F(1, 38) = .015, P < .905) and no main effect of object size (F(2, 76) = 2.757, P < .07), but a significant depth × object location interaction (F(2, 76) = 20.180, P < .0001). As for the initial attention switch, this data show that once variations in object size were removed, infants did not display a strong looking preference for any of the objects in particular, but the significant interaction with depth cues adds an interesting twist to these results. Followup contrasts revealed that the significant interaction rested right in between the middle and top object. When depth cues were present, infants looked significantly longer at the top object compared to the middle object (P < .0001), whereas when depth cues were absent they did not. Interestingly, in the depth cues condition, the top object was the one close to the receding lines or the one located where increased texture gradient depth cues were present. This finding may suggest that infants may have spent more time looking at that object in that condition, because it may have appeared larger to them given the depth cues present. The fact that infants did not show the same looking trend in the nodepth condition suggests again that infants did not just process object and their location in their looking patterns, but integrated figure/ground information.
Objects of Same Sizes.
Discussion
According to Cohen's [1] and others [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , infants' visual attention of 2D displays contains two distinct processes. First, a visuospatial orienting response which is a fast initial orienting response that requires little information processing and is measured by the direction and latency of the first fixation. Second, sustained attention which is a slower process that requires some information processing time and is measured by looking duration. Although past research on infants' visual attention has emphasized the roles of object's properties (i.e., size) and scene complexity (i.e., object number) on these attention processes, they did not measure the individual and interrelated effects of object size and depth cues on these two processes. This is the first study assessing the roles of object size and depth cues in 8-monthold infants' orienting response and sustained attention using eye-tracking technology.
Because we used eye-tracking and therefore a method that differed from prior studies that assessed orientation and looking preference between two adjacent slides, our measure of attention orientation was more a measure of attention switching from an initial central position on the slide to a new one where an object was located. We considered that switch as our measure of first fixation. Results showed that, when the three objects were of different sizes, infants tended to shift their first fixation toward the largest object no matter where it was located on the slide or whether depth cues were present or not. In contrast, when the three objects were of the same size, infants did not reveal a significant preference in attention direction in relation to their first fixation. For the results on looking duration, when the three objects were of different sizes, infants spent longer time looking at the largest object on the slide, but they did this only when depth cues were provided in the background. When depth cues were absent, infants' looking preferences for the largest object or any object disappeared. Furthermore and interestingly, in the same size conditions, when the depth cues were provided, infants' revealed a looking preference for the object located at the converging/texture gradient receding side of the depth cues. However, again, when depth cues were absent, infants did not display such looking preference for any of the three objects.
Our results on the first fixation switch are in agreement with findings from several prior developmental studies that showed that infants usually tend to direct their visual attention first to the larger objects, because larger objects are more effective attention grabbers [1, 9] . Thus, consistent with Ruff 's and Rothbart's [3] suggestion, infants in the first postnatal year will respond to object salience quickly. Such rapid visuospatial orienting response requires little information processing.
The novel aspect of this research resided mostly in extending our understanding of the sustained attention in infants' visual exploration. According to early reports of attention development during the first year, the maturation of the posterior and anterior attention systems increase infants' visual ability such that they can begin to respond to other objects properties, and not just object salience [3] . Furthermore, behavioral research has suggested that attention holding is particularly the product of information processing, and, therefore, can be directly influenced by the richness, details, or complexity of the patterns [23, 24] . For instance, Cohen's finding revealed that the number of checkers determined looking duration [1] . The more checkers were provided in the scene, the longer time infants spent looking at them because infants required longer time to process the rich information. In our study, we controlled the richness of the foreground information by providing an equal numbers of objects in all slides but we varied the depth cues background information. Interestingly, using these stimuli, our findings demonstrated that the depth information in the background can also influence infants' looking duration preferences in a dynamic way. For instance, when the slides contained objects of different sizes, infants' looking patterns preferences were altered depending on whether there were depth cues or not in the background. Specifically, when depth cues were present, they spent longer time looking at the largest object, but this effect dissipated when the depth cues were removed. We think this result is linked to the time infants had to explore and process the information on the slides visually. When depth cues were present in the background, they came into play in the perception process and interacted with object size information. In other words, the longer looking duration enabled infants to combine the size and depth cues information in the scene so as to hold their visual attention on one object only when depth cues were present. Yet, even though during the initial orienting response infants looked first at the largest object in the scene, we found that object size alone could not continue to hold infants' looking attention on the largest object during continued exploration of the slide. Only the interaction of both size and depth cues could hold infants' attention to that more salient object. Thus, the novelty of this study helps us further understand the sustained attention process by showing that richness and complexity of foreground patterns are not the only factors that can hold infants' visual attention. As this study shows, foreground patterns with similar richness, but placed on backgrounds containing varying depth cue information can also contribute to "hold" 8-month-old infants visual attention discriminately.
Another interesting issue that emerged from these data on looking duration concerns the possibility that infants may have been responsive to a certain kind of 2D visual illusion that involved object size and depth cues. The Ponzo illusion has been widely studied in adults and findings have shown that linear perspective depth cues in the background have a powerful effect on size perception. In the Ponzo illusion, two rods of the same size are scaled with linear perspective depth cues, the rod on the converging sides (usually on the top part of the slide) looks larger because the scaling mechanism corrects for the apparently increased depth [25] . In this study, the same object size condition with depth cues background created a similar Ponzo illusion visual effect, that is, the object that was located at the converging/receding side of lines/texture gradient could have been perceived to be larger than the other two objects (see Figures 2(g) and 2(h) ). When infants were presented with these particular types of slides (objects same size with background depth cues), we found that their fixation time was longer on the object that was located on the converging texture gradient receding side of the depth cues. In contrast, when depth cues were absent (object size was still the same), infants did not show any looking preference for any given object. These findings share some similarities to the way adults perceive the Ponzo illusion. Although adult research has indicated that the Ponzo illusion has a powerful effect on adults' perception of size, no developmental study so far has investigated this effect with infants. We believe the findings from this study may provide the first evidence that infants as young as 8-month old can respond to such illusion. The fact that they spent more time looking at the object that should appear larger in the illusion could suggest that they were able to detect the effects created by the depth cues on the object size.
An alternate possible explanation for this particular finding in the same object size condition could be that infants examined more the object near the greater gradient receding lines when depth cues were present because that area contained more information and therefore was more complex to explore. To investigate that possibility, we examined whether infants spent some time looking at the background lines surrounding the different objects on the slides. First, we found that infants hardly explored the lines on the slides background; they spent most of their looking time on the objects per se, not the background. Second, their little exploration of the lines was no greater at their receding point than at any other locations on the slides. This suggests that background depth cues were not processed by the infants through the direct perception of the specific depth cues provided on the slides (i.e., lines and other cues) but rather were gathered peripherally as they were directing their attention on the object targets. A recent study has demonstrated indeed that infants are capable of processing peripheral information even when their visual attention is attracted to somewhere else in the visual filed neighborhood [26] . The results of this analysis on the amount of looking directed specifically at the background lines would lead us to infer again, that infants possibly directed greater attention to the top object when objects were of the same size and depth cues were provided because that object may have appeared larger due to the Ponzo illusion, and not necessarily because there was more information to explore in that area of the slide in that condition. But more investigations will be necessary to examine this issue more in depth.
We used 8-month-old infants in this study mainly because previous literature demonstrated that infants become sensitive to pictorial depth cues between 5 to 7.5 months old [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Thus, the age of 8-month old provided us with a good starting point to measure unambiguously how object size is perceived in relation to background depth cues. And as we expected, infants of this age group were able to combine depth cues information with object size so that their attention was "held" longer by the depth cues on the largest object. In future studies, we are planning to investigate these effects with younger infants to establish the developmental trajectory of these orienting responses and looking durations to figure-ground perception. Particularly, we are interested in assessing whether depth cues will lead to similar looking trends in younger infants and whether youngeraged infants can also show some form of sensitivity to what might be the Ponzo illusion. We speculate that infants younger than 4-month old might not be able to fully integrate figure/ground perception and thus may not respond differentially to the varied pictorial depth cues as the 8 months old in this study did. In addition, infants aged between 5 and 7.5 month might show some variations in their responses to depth cues since this is a transition period in the development of sensitivity to pictorial depth cues. But on average, we anticipate that the influence of the depth cues on object size during sustained attention should become progressively stronger during the first year of life as a result of infants' increased information processing ability.
In conclusion, this research expanded our understanding of infants' initial attention direction and sustained attention when processing a scene visually. We have shown that these attention processes go beyond object salience and complexity and apply to figure/ground perception. We also have shown that 8-month-old infants are well capable of integrating and combining efficiently the foreground and background elements of a scene. Indeed, in our task, infants responded differentially to our 2D picture stimuli depending on whether objects had similar or different sizes but also, and more importantly, whether the background depth cues were present or not.
